Performing with ROK Solution

ROK is a BPM/BAM integrated solution facilitating real-time monitoring
of your organization's performance and providing appropriate
corrections.
Managing orphaned tasks
How to ensure that you are integrated with the
updated employee database, and that the roles
are all correctly assigned as the organization
changes ? How to manage access to EDM and IS
and fix potential anomalies ?
ROK automatically sends an alert for anything
that could resemble an anomaly : employee
database not integrated with the HRIS and/or
electronic directory, vacant position, integrity of IT
rights modeled and rights assigned, new risks
emerging

following
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Alerts and Gantt
How to ensure that processes are properly
executed over time? How to be certain that all
new

information

(new

rates,

methods,

procedures, etc.) is properly disseminated ? How
to measure performance and take corrective
measures ?
If you want, any new action in ROK Solution can be
accompanied by an alert. All instantiated processes
generate a Gantt and PERT chart. You are
immediately notified of the tasks to perform at that
time. You can enter your actual time and analyze
your organization's performance.
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the appropriate process ?

ROK Solution allows you to automate any set of
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Change Management
Its dynamic analyses are generated in real time and alerts are created automatically. Its dynamic analyses are
generated in real time and alerts are created automatically. Easy to implement, high-performance, and
secure - it requires no training. ROK's promise is founded on its ability to make the workflow settings
accessible and ergonomic to IT actors.
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